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The Time of Small Berries… & pigs        Sello Pesa and son                          Peter Van Heerden  

The Afrikaner thunders his god-like proclamations as ancient cultures slip away in a feast gone 

awry. Meanwhile Sowetans hang at their new Mall of America prototype…doing exactly what 

Minnesotans are doing half way round the world—spending money on designer labels, new cell 

phones, junk jewelry, DVD’s, washers and dryers. It has been an eye-opening couple of days 

here in Jo’burg where the rain has departed, the sun shines and we more and more absorb the 

big vitality and excitement of this country—so like the US in so many ways. 

 A second week of contemporary dance of every size and shape begins today. I vow to eat 

less, a difficult task since the food is delectably good here (although I can’t speak for the crispy, 

greasy, salty quotient of the endless array of fried chicken places) and the wine does seem to 

be way above average—even the house wines are always smooth with a kind of sunny 

freshness that  my seriously untutored palate actually notices. The African Crafts Market is 

appropriately stuffed with souvenirs from around Africa. Mostly beaded, carved, wired, tall, 

short, brown, gold, stripped, spotted giraffes, elephants, lions, zebras and hippo/rhinos abound; 

they’re called The Big 5 and they are the stuff of tourist nirvana—on hoof, paw or shop shelf. I 

would name South Africa’s Big 5 a little differently. Let’s see—how about the DANCE; the wide-

open debate among everyday people and politicos about the future and SA’s continental role; 

the endless spaces of desert, veld, bush and farm country; the energy and excitement of the 

approaching world cup and finally the palpable presence of history-making in the very air you 

breathe. 

About history then. An astonishing piece of work happened Sunday afternoon at the Dance 

Factory. Called The Time of Small Berries, created/performed by Sello Pesa, Peter Van Heerden 

and Andre Laubscher. I am doing my own interpretation/description here with some trepidation. 

I had to let the piece work through my psyche overnight before I even knew quite what it was—

but a few minutes in I knew it was going to be important to me. Quite simply the work is what 

happened to the traditions of the indigenous people under colonialism. The Time of Small Berries 

was a special feast time in traditional African cultures—until Afrikaner colonialism obliterated it 

along with many of the other traditions of the Xhosa and Zulu people. The Afrikaners, founders of 

apartheid, in fact destroyed everything in their path that threatened their desire for total 
domination, replacing it with a harsh and bitter Eurocentrism of the most regressive sort. The Time 

of Small Berries forces us to recognize that loss. 

The audience wanders to the stage loading door, nearby Sello washes in preparation for the 

celebration, a pig slowly turns on the spit, drops of grease sizzle and the smell reminds me of a 

New Mexico political gathering in the South Valley on a crisp fall afternoon. When we finally 

enter the theater it is to sit in chairs circling the centerpiece…how incongruous a centerpiece it 

is with the chickens and dripping greasy messy meat and cases of beer just nearby…it is a white 
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tablecloth and silver-set long table where visual artist/social activist Andre Laubscher, invites 

various audience members to sit. And talk. Meanwhile Sello Pesa and Peter Van Heerden pace, 

struggle, tie themselves literally in knots amidst sacks of spilling corn and beer. The chickens run 

under the chairs cackling in annoyance, stacks of plates are smashed violently by the actors 

over their own heads, a little more hesitantly by the audience, beer is everywhere, I guess what 

is South African/Afrikaner country music plays. Sello pees in a pail (discreetly) and donning his 

soccer uniform pontificates in an I-am-an-Afrikaner speech endlessly replicated—the irony 

building as platitudes from the whitest of cultures emanates from the throat of a powerful black 

African man. And still polite society sits around the table of colonialism discussing how to be 

happy, discussing what you do if your baby’s raped, somehow making it equally fit into the most 

inane of dinner table conversation. . 

Peter Van Heerden and Sello Pesa are both respected dance/theater artists coming from very 

different places it seems. Peter is grappling with/exploring, through highly confrontive site-based 

and staged work, his identity as an Afrikaner white man in a society that has moved on from a 

time when that identity represented the source of all power. To see this work with roles reversed, 

Sello mouthing the Afrikaner speech, Peter literally tied, bound, struggling with his burdens of 

corn and history, so angry. I THINK THIS IS AN IMPORTANT PIECE. And a big messy theater piece. 

Not so many artists willing to delve quite this far into these relationships probably. I hope to ask 

both Sello and Peter via e-mail a little more about this work and include their comments in here. 

There, I have dissected this work through my own naïve dance/South African history lens—it’s my 

story and I’m sticking to it in other words—only to be terribly embarrassed later if I find I 

completely misinterpreted everything. 


